Introduction {#mjy084s1}
============

In cell biology, exocytoses are the processes by which cytoplasmic vesicles and granules fuse with the plasma membrane, either spontaneously (constitutive exocytosis) or in response to cell stimulation (regulated exocytosis). Such fusions of vesicles and granules can be followed by the discharge to the extracellular space of the abundant cargoes segregated within their lumen. Because of the latter property, exocytoses are often defined as secretory processes ([@mjy084C73]; [@mjy084C64]; [@mjy084C79]). Such definition, however, does not cover all types of exocytosis. Studies started a few decades ago demonstrated, in fact, that among vesicles competent for fusion with the plasma membrane only some are equipped with abundant secretory cargoes, while many others contain only few luminal molecules or completely lack them. Therefore, the plasma membrane fusions of the latter vesicles are not followed by abundant secretion.

For many years, the plasma membrane fusions without secretion were interpreted as processes distinct from exocytosis. Processes of this type, reported in fibroblasts and other cells, were often induced by Ca^2+^ influx taking place upon surface cell lesion ([@mjy084C72]; [@mjy084C54]; [@mjy084C12]). More recently, although expressed by various types of cells, including neurons, macrophages, adipocytes, duct and parietal cells, and reported in organs such as brain, glands, muscle, kidney, stomach ([@mjy084C58]; [@mjy084C35]; [@mjy084C92]; [@mjy084C68]; [@mjy084C88]; [@mjy084C12]), these processes were often considered distinct from each other, not only in structure but also mechanistically and in their functional role. The present and other studies ([@mjy084C58]; [@mjy084C35]; [@mjy084C72]; [@mjy084C54]; [@mjy084C92]; [@mjy084C28]; [@mjy084C96]; [@mjy084C68]; [@mjy084C88]; [@mjy084C83]; [@mjy084C12]), anticipating the concept of peculiar forms of exocytosis, can be envisaged as precursors. In 2002, our discovery of a new plasma membrane fusion vesicle lacking secretion, the enlargeosome ([@mjy084C16]), suggested the possibility that the various non-secretory fusions are not distinct processes, but share some critical properties common also to exocytosis rich of secretion. In a subsequent review, we proposed exocytosis to include two families of processes, named secretory and non-secretory exocytosis, characterized by high and low (or absent) degrees of secretion ([@mjy084C12]).

Upon our previous review, the investigation of the two families of exocytosis has been developed further. Distinct new information about generation, transport, properties, and functions of the organelles involved have become available. The reinforced and expanded knowledge has been largely that of non-secretory exocytosis. Although distinct in many, but not all, respects from secretory exocytosis, these processes are also relevant. We have therefore decided to reconsider and reorganize in a new review the available information about non-secretory exocytosis. The present review reports about recent developments of the latter processes that took place in cell biology, physiology, and relevant aspects of pathology and medicine.

General organization of the review {#mjy084s2}
==================================

The present work on non-secretory exocytosis, accumulated during the last few years, includes two groups of processes, distinct for their generation and function.

The vesicles of the first group are generated by release from the trans-Golgi network (TGN) ([@mjy084C30]; [@mjy084C59]; [@mjy084C66]). Exocytosis of additional non-secretory vesicles, generated from intracellular organelles other than the TGN, has not been demonstrated, however it cannot be excluded. Upon their first exocytosis, non-secretory vesicles are endocytized, and their traffic is prosecuted by recycling from the plasma membrane. The main task of these vesicles is the transport of specific membrane proteins, synthesized in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), to critical sites of the cell surface. Transported proteins include subunits and/or whole proteins of receptors, channels, pumps, transporters, and others ([@mjy084C24]; [@mjy084C21]; [@mjy084C50]; [@mjy084C77]; [@mjy084C43]; [@mjy084C51]; [@mjy084C36]; [@mjy084C30]; [@mjy084C31]; [@mjy084C37]; [@mjy084C46]; [@mjy084C53]; [@mjy084C84]; [@mjy084C38]; [@mjy084C44]; [@mjy084C59]; [@mjy084C66]; [@mjy084C90]).

Generation of the vesicles in place directly by endocytosis at the plasma membrane. Upon generation, also these vesicles undergo exocytosis followed by recycling. Examples of the two groups of these non-secretory vesicles are shown in Table [1](#mjy084TB1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Examples of non-secretive vesicles and their exo/endocytic processes.

  Markers/processes^a^                   Sites of generation^b^   Endocytic recycling^c^   Exocytic SNAREs            Location^d^                                   Function
  -------------------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ -------------------------- --------------------------------------------- -------------------
  Aa. GluA2 subunit of resting AMPA      TGN                      \+                       VAMP2, SNAP25, Stx1        Synapses                                      Receptor
  Ab. GluA1 subunit of stimulated AMPA   TGN                      \+                       VAMP3, SNAP47, Stx3        Synapses                                      Receptor
  B. KV1.3                               TGN                      −−−                      VAMP7, Vtil                Synapses                                      Voltage channel
  C. GLUT4                               TGN                      +++                      VAMP2, SNAP23, Stx4        Muscle fibers, adipocytes, other cell types   Glucose transport
  D. Endocytosis                         Plasma membrane                                   VAMP4 and 3, Stx6 and 13   All cells                                     Exocytosis
  E. Axon growth                         Plasma membrane                                   VAMP4, SNAP23, Stx6        Axonal growth cones                           Surface expansion
  F. Plasma membrane repair              Plasma membrane          −−−                      wounds in all cells        Uptake of wounds                              

^a^A--C show markers of vesicles of the first group; Aa and Ab refer about subunits of the same receptor before and after stimulation. D--F show processes where vesicles of the second group are involved.

^b^The distinct type of generation is the property that distinguishes the vesicles of the first and second groups.

^c^The endocytic recycling is typical of the first group vesicles. The number of + indicates the intensity of such recycling. −−− means that recycling has not been demonstrated for a voltage channel (B), or no SNAREs for membrane repair (F).

^d^Location means cells or cell areas where the various vesicles operate.

Distribution of non-secretory processes occurs at critical sites of the plasma membrane area or at the whole cell surface. Exocytosis of both vesicle groups induces surface enlargements followed by surface reductions by endocytosis ([@mjy084C20]; [@mjy084C18]; [@mjy084C11]; [@mjy084C13]; [@mjy084C25]; [@mjy084C47]). The general properties of all processes anticipated here are presented in detail in the corresponding sections and summarized critically in the Conclusions section.

Generation and initial traffic of the first group of non-secretory vesicles {#mjy084s3}
===========================================================================

Several properties of this group of non-secretory vesicles are generally similar while others are different (see the examples in Table [1](#mjy084TB1){ref-type="table"}). Appearance of their specific proteins in the Golgi complex, with concentration in the TGN, reveals that these vesicles assemble in parallel to secretory organelles. The co-transport of proteins destined to secretory and non-secretory vesicles, however, does not affect their specificity. Along this pathway, in fact, generation and maintenance of distinct specificities take place not only for secretory and non-secretory vesicles but also for other forms of vesicles, including the constitutive vesicles of exocytosis. Therefore, the initial co-existence of proteins destined to secretory and non-secretory vesicles does not result in the induction of mixtures ([@mjy084C36]; [@mjy084C30]; [@mjy084C66]).

For some non-secretory vesicles, generation from the TGN was demonstrated many years ago. For other vesicles, the same generation has been recognized, however only recently. Such difference was due, at least in part, to the different balance between generation and subsequent recycling typical of the latter vesicles. When recycling is limited, the recently generated vesicles predominate. When, in contrast, predominance is of recycled vesicles, the recently generated vesicles are outnumbered and hard to distinguish ([@mjy084C36]; [@mjy084C30]; [@mjy084C59]; [@mjy084C66]). The first part of this presentation starts with non-secretory vesicles predominant upon their release from the TGN. Other vesicles, present in lower amounts, are mentioned later.

Ionic receptor subunits of neurones {#mjy084s4}
-----------------------------------

A frequent property of non-secretory vesicles released from the TGN of neurons consists in their transport of key receptor channel subunits to critical sites of the postsynaptic plasma membrane. Upon their synthesis in the ER, the subunits of α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptor, a stimulatory receptor of glutamate, traffic along Golgi cisternae concentrating at membrane sites coated by the coatomer protein 2 (COPII) ([@mjy084C59]). Upon their accumulation in the TGN, each subunit is released, concentrated at the membrane of distinct, non-secretory vesicles, which navigate through the cytoplasm. The assembly and release of the subunits to the cytoplasm contribute to relevant properties of the receptor, such as distribution, activation, regulation, and turnover.

In resting hippocampal pyramidal neurons, the activity of postsynaptic AMPA receptors is small and stable. In these conditions, subunits such as GluA2 of AMPA receptor, and γ2S of gamma-aminobutyric acid inhibitory receptor A (GABA~A~), emerge from the TGN within distinct constitutive vesicles. These vesicles traffic separately, addressed to different areas of the plasma membrane, located at dendrites and cell body, respectively ([@mjy084C30]; [@mjy084C66]) (Figure [1](#mjy084F1){ref-type="fig"}A). These constitutive vesicles differ not only for their traffic but also for the soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptor (SNARE) complexes of their exocytosis. The complex of GluA2-specific vesicles is known since long to include the vesicle-associated membrane protein 2 (VAMP2), synaptosome-associated protein 25 (SNAP25), and syntaxin 1 (Stx1), three SNAREs analogous to those of the complex that induces the regulated secretory exocytosis of synaptic vesicles. In contrast, the SNARE complex specific of γ2S subunit is not entirely analogous. Together with VAMP2 and Stx1, this complex includes SNAP23 instead of SNAP25 ([@mjy084C36]; [@mjy084C30]). In the postsynaptic compartment of resting neurons, therefore, traffic and exocytic fusions specific for GluA2- and γ2S-specific vesicles are clearly different.

![Transport and non-secretory exocytosis of vesicles positive for receptor subunits in neurons. (**A**) The traffic of two receptor subunits, GluA2 of the stimulatory AMPA receptor and γ2S of the inhibitory GABA~A~ receptor, in resting hippocampal pyramidal neurons. The two subunits, released from the TGN in distinct vesicles (blue and green), move to different sites of the plasma membrane: dendrites (den) for GluA2; the cell body (cb) for γ2S. The subsequent exocytic fusion of the two subunit-positive vesicles occurs with SNARE complexes different for t-SNARE, SNAP25, and SNAP23, respectively. (**B**) The traffic of two AMPA subunits in the same dendrite, taking place during stimulation. GluA1 (blue), transported by a vesicle addressed to the dendritic spine near the dense protein complex, moves rapidly to the postsynaptic membrane. GluA2 (violet), which has been transported by a vesicle addressed to a dendritic site away from the spine, moves along the plasma membrane towards the spine, reaching it, however, after some time. Interestingly, the SNARE complex used by GluA-positive vesicles in stimulated neurons is different from the complex used by GluA-positive vesicles in the same neurons at rest.](mjy084f01){#mjy084F1}

What happens in the postsynaptic compartment of the same neurons upon stimulation? Three AMPA receptor subunits, GluA1, GluA2, and GluA3, traffic via distinct vesicles of the regulated type. Comparatively, these vesicles are brighter, less frequent and slower than the constitutive GluA2-specific vesicles of resting neurons ([@mjy084C36]; [@mjy084C30]; [@mjy084C66]). Interestingly, the GluA1-specific vesicles are targeted directly to dendritic spines, where exocytosis occur at sites adjacent to synaptic densities (Figure [1](#mjy084F1){ref-type="fig"}B). In contrast, the vesicles specific for GluA2 and GluA3 are targeted to dendritic plasma membrane sites away from the spines. In order to participate in the assembly of the AMPA receptor, therefore, the latter subunits have to slip along the plasma membrane, reaching the spines with a significant delay ([@mjy084C30]; [@mjy084C66]) (Figure [1](#mjy084F1){ref-type="fig"}B). The exocytosis of the non-secretory vesicles specific for the various regulated AMPA receptor subunits is governed by the same SNARE complex, including VAMP2 together with SNAP47 and Stx3, two t-SNAREs different from the SNAP25 and Stx1 of resting vesicles ([@mjy084C30]; [@mjy084C66]). Interestingly, the SNARE complex including SNAP47 and Stx3 operates for plasma membrane fusion of GluA1-specific vesicles also in the course of LTP processes ([@mjy084C77]; [@mjy084C43]; [@mjy084C90]).

Recently, properties analogous to those discovered for AMPA receptor subunits have been reported also for subunits of another glutamate receptor, the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor. Also in this case, the SNARE complexes that govern the exocytosis of resting and stimulated vesicles are different ([@mjy084C31]; [@mjy084C37]). The vesicles of subunits of other receptors, the inhibitory GABA~A~ and glycine receptors, are also involved in non-secretory exocytosis, analogous to those of glutamate receptors ([@mjy084C21]; [@mjy084C50]; [@mjy084C46]; [@mjy084C84]). In neurons, therefore, the specific roles of the receptors and their subunits strongly suggest that the exocytosis of many non-secretory vesicles, distinct in terms of specificity, participates in distinct physiological functions.

Channels {#mjy084s5}
--------

The physiology of many cells depends on ion fluxes induced by the activation of their channels. However, the intracellular pathways of many such channels, including their traffic to the plasma membrane, are still unclear. Here we present an example of voltage-gated channels transported by non-secretory vesicles. Two K^+^ channels, Kv1.3 and Kv4, traffic within neurons and other cell types by small vesicles moving from the ER to the Golgi complex. Vesicles analogous to those of the ER--Golgi traffic reach the presynaptic plasma membrane and undergo a non-secretory exocytosis regulated by a SNARE complex including the v-SNARE VAMP7 (also known as Tetanus toxin-insensitive VAMP, Ti-VAMP) together with the t-SNARE Vti1 ([@mjy084C51]; [@mjy084C53]). This SNARE complex is distinct from the complexes already described for other non-secretory exocytosis ([@mjy084C24]).

Additional non-secretory vesicles participate in the transport of other types of channel. Upon their generation at the TGN, the vesicles of epithelial sodium channels (ENaCs), the channel of Na^+^ resorption across tight epithelia, accumulate in the cytoplasm during recycling. For their targeting, the newly generated forms of these vesicles do not require the support of cytoskeletal proteins. In contrast, cytoskeletal proteins are needed for recycling of these vesicles ([@mjy084C44]). Analogous dependence may exist for vesicles specific for other channels such as the Cl^−^ channel cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) and aquaporin2. The latter is a water channel present in the kidney and other organs. Similar generation appears to operate for transporters, in particular for glucose transporter-4 (GLUT4) ([@mjy084C38]), whose dynamic vesicles operate under insulin regulation.

Recycling of non-secretory vesicles generated at the TGN {#mjy084s6}
========================================================

The non-secretory processes, initiated by vesicle generation at the TGN, are then operated by endocytic recycling. The two subsequent processes, generation and operation, can differ not only in the two starting steps. Often, in fact, they include additional distinct events. Upon endocytosis, many non-secretory vesicles of the first group are heterogeneous. They recycle, in fact, from distinct cups of the plasma membrane: clathrin, caveolae, flotillin and other operative/marker proteins, associated to their specific membrane proteins. In the cytoplasm, the endocytic vesicles undergo repeated events, including homotypic and heterotypic fusions ([@mjy084C20]; [@mjy084C18]; [@mjy084C11]). Due to the complexity of their intracellular life, the targets of these vesicles are variable. Some vesicles fuse with lysosomes, and thus undergo digestion, while other vesicles undergo rapid fusion with the plasma membrane, with ensuing expansion of the cell surface (Figure [2](#mjy084F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Here we will consider non-secretory vesicles including in their membrane important proteins of receptors, channels, transporters, pumps. Upon their first exocytosis, these vesicles keep on by their recycling. Thus, they operate by multiple cycles of exo/endocytosis. The differential properties observed with these processes depend on both the specificity of their vesicles and the nature of the involved cells.

![Non-secretory exocytosis of endocytic origin. (**A**) After endocytosis (Endo, violet), most endocytic vesicles and tubules are spread in the cytoplasm, where some of them fuse with lysosomes (Ly, green). A fraction of these organelles, however, proceeds to the plasma membrane, either directly (1) or after fusion with the TGN (2), by processes designed as recycling. The exocytic fusion (Exo, blue) of recycled organelles takes place by two alternative SNARE complexes. (**B**) Events that appear in adipocytes and muscle fibers upon stimulation (stim) by insulin (Ins). A population of GSV vesicles (blue), enriched in the transporter GLUT4, is concentrated near the nucleus of resting cells. After insulin stimulation, the GSVs move (1) to the proximity of the plasma membrane. The ensuing GSV exocytosis (blue) induces great increase of GLUT4 at the cell surface, with ensuing marked increase of glucose uptake by the cell. The exocytized GLUT4-rich vesicles are then taken up by the endocytosis process of the cell (violet, 2) followed by the conversion of endosomes into GSVs (3), the vesicles ready to be re-exocytized upon continued or re-stimulation of the cell by insulin. (**C**) The role of non-secretory exocytosis in cytokinesis, the final step of mitosis. This process, resulting in the detachment of the two daughter cells, requires the participation of many vesicles (blue) of endocytic origin, which are first concentrated in the cleavage furrow along the central spindle of the cell, and then fuse locally to the plasma membrane.](mjy084f02){#mjy084F2}

Ionic receptors and channels {#mjy084s7}
----------------------------

In neuronal cells, non-secretory vesicles, addressed to ionic receptors, navigate after their TGN generation. Some recycling, documented by a number of recent demonstrations, is important for these receptors ([@mjy084C13]; [@mjy084C25]; [@mjy084C47]). Many types of channel, in particular voltage-gated channels, do not operate by recycling of non-secretory vesicles. In contrast, vesicle transport takes place for other channels, distinct in structure and function. Three such channels have already been mentioned for the TGN generation of their vesicles. Here we report about the recycling of the vesicles specific for these channels.

ENaCs are abundant in endocytic vesicle pools adjacent to the apical plasma membrane, regulated by a small GTPase, Rab11b. In several epithelial cell types, the specific accumulation of ENaC-rich vesicles in apical cytoplasmic pools depends on their binding to the cytoskeletal protein ankyrin G ([@mjy084C44]). Stimulated, non-secretory exocytosis of these vesicles, triggered by hormones active via cyclic AMP (cAMP), induce transfer of ENaC to the apical plasma membrane. After reduction of stimulation, ENaC-rich vesicles recycle by endocytosis and accumulate in cytoplasmic pools near the cell surface ([@mjy084C9]; [@mjy084C22]).

CFTR, crucial for ion and water transport in epithelial cells, moves by cytoplasmic vesicle, reaching the apical plasma membrane by exocytosis controlled by cAMP active via protein kinase A (PKA) type II. Backward transport of the vesicles occurs when cAMP declines ([@mjy084C78]; [@mjy084C15]; [@mjy084C95]). Exocytosis of CFTR vesicles occurs by SNARE complexes including SNAP23 together with Stx1A ([@mjy084C78]).

Another channel, that resembles in function and regulation both ENaC and CFTR, is aquaporin2, a water channel present in the kidney and other organs. This channel is stimulated by cAMP, which drives vesicle exocytosis at the apical plasma membrane. At the baso-lateral plasma membrane some fusion can occur, however only without the cAMP increase ([@mjy084C62]). The surface deployment of the aquaporin vesicles depends on another v-SNARE, VAMP8 ([@mjy084C85]).

ATPase pumps {#mjy084s8}
------------

In resting cells of various organs, ATPases of endocytic vesicles and tubules are associated to adjacent transporters. Upon stimulation, these vesicles increase their apical non-secretory exocytosis, with ensuing changes of pH in the extracellular tubules. In gastric parietal cells, the H^+^, K^+^-ATPase vesicles accumulate the K^+^-Cl^−^ cotransporter chlorochloro-5 (ClCl-5), and then move to the plasma membrane. By Cl^−^ release, this transporter contributes to the acidity of the gastric lumen ([@mjy084C75]). Analogous interaction occurs in the A-type intercalated cells scattered at the renal collecting duct surface. During transport of vesicles, the H^+^-ATPase pump associates the kidney/brain anion transporter (KBAT) and thus strengthens their non-secretory exocytosis ([@mjy084C91]).

Transporters {#mjy084s9}
------------

In addition to those associated to ion pumps, endocytic transporters exist and operate independently. Among these transporters, the best known is GLUT4 (Figure [2](#mjy084F2){ref-type="fig"}B), initially released within specific non-secretory vesicles generated at the TGN. The main effect of GLUT4, the intracellular accumulation of glucose accompanied by its progressive decrease in the extracellular space, is due almost exclusively to their recycling under the control of insulin ([@mjy084C6]; [@mjy084C23]; [@mjy084C8]; [@mjy084C74]; [@mjy084C32]; [@mjy084C38]; [@mjy084C52]; [@mjy084C56]; [@mjy084C82]; [@mjy084C94]; [@mjy084C49]; [@mjy084C57]). At rest, many cells, especially muscle fibers and adipocytes, contain large populations of recycling vesicles, the GLUT4-positive vesicles (GSVs), distributed in the cytoplasmic area proximal to nuclei. Fewer vesicles of this type are present in a variety of other cell types, including heart and smooth muscle fibers, neurons, and hepatocytes. Accurate analyses have revealed the role of the GTPase Rab11 in early steps of GSV transport. Further steps of this transport are controlled by other types of GTPases, Rab8A, Rab13, and Rab14 ([@mjy084C38]; [@mjy084C49]). Insulin treatment induces in GSVs the activation of two signals identified recently: phosphorylation of the Exo84 protein, a component of the exocyst tethering complex, by the TANK-binding kinase 1 (TBK1); and facilitation of GLUT4 recycling by the tumor suppressor candidate 5 (TUSC5), during prolonged stimulation ([@mjy084C6]; [@mjy084C23]; [@mjy084C38]; [@mjy084C82]). Upon docking and subsequent tethering by the exocyst complex ([@mjy084C74]), GSVs undergo a regulated, non-secretory exocytosis dependent on both Rab13 and Rab28 ([@mjy084C74]; [@mjy084C94]), operated by the SNARE complex including the v-SNARE VAMP2 associated to the t-SNAREs SNAP23 and Stx4 ([@mjy084C38]). Such exocytosis is interesting also in the brain. In hippocampal neurons, the GLUT4 stimulation by insulin induces a relevant increase of the spatial working memory ([@mjy084C57]).

Following their relatively long stay at the plasma membrane, the exocytized GLUT4s move to endocytic cups, where they accumulate. The retrograde transport of the endocytic vesicles occurs by heterotypic fusions ([@mjy084C32]). The concomitant interaction with sorting proteins, sortilin, retriever, and retromer, favors recycling and rescues the vesicles upon their possible fusion with lysosomes ([@mjy084C52]; [@mjy084C56]). The final target of the vesicle traffic is a population of endosomes, slowly converted to GSVs by an insulin-sensitive process dependent on Rab14 ([@mjy084C8]) (Figure [2](#mjy084F2){ref-type="fig"}C). A proteomic analysis, made during the conversion of endocytic vesicles to GSVs, revealed an enrichment of over 50 proteins ([@mjy084C23]). Such analysis confirms the molecular specificity of GSVs. In addition, conversions such as those from endosomes to GSVs, may occur also with other non-secretory vesicles during their post-exocytic recycling.

Non-secretory exocytosis of the second group {#mjy084s10}
============================================

The vesicles of this group differ in some respects from those of the first group. Their generation occurs not by release from the TGN but by endocytosis at the plasma membrane (see the examples in Table [1](#mjy084TB1){ref-type="table"}). The task of these vesicles does not depend only on the transfer of critical membrane subunits/proteins to the plasma membrane but include changes in the cell surface area. For this task, vesicles of the second group can be larger than those of the first group. The group includes also vesicles of small size involved in specific functions (an example in Figure [2](#mjy084F2){ref-type="fig"}C). Recent progresses about these vesicles, however, have been limited. In this review, therefore, their presentation is very short. Many properties of the second group vesicles, including their recycling by various forms of endocytosis, are analogous to those of the first group vesicles ([@mjy084C20]; [@mjy084C18]; [@mjy084C11]). Therefore, their presentation will not be repeated here. Other aspects, such as the dual pathways of vesicle traffic and the tethering of their fusions, are best known for the second than for the first group. Therefore, they are mentioned in some detail in this Section.

Exocytosis of recycling vesicle takes place by two forms, corresponding to the two loops of the traffic, one long, including a step at the TGN, the other short, directly addressed to the plasma membrane (Figure [2](#mjy084F2){ref-type="fig"}A). The key relevance in these processes of small G proteins, particularly of Rab11a, was known since a few decades. Additional Rabs involved, Rab4, Rab8, and Rab37, participate in the control of traffic pathways and membrane fusions, including the mechanisms of their pore opening and subsequent closing ([@mjy084C42]; [@mjy084C47]). The latter result could be due to the binding of Rab11a to Munc13-4, a protein associated to the SNARE complexes ([@mjy084C40]).

Several multi-subunit complexes make possible the specific passage of vesicles through distinct compartments, corresponding to the steps preceding exocytosis. These complexes differ depending on the compartments involved. For example, the core vacuole-endosome tethering complex (COVET) operates at the C-core of lysosome/endosome fusions. Another tethering complex, homotypic fusion and vacuole protein sorting complex (HOPS), operates at the homotypic endosome fusions ([@mjy084C14]; [@mjy084C71]). Two other complexes are necessary for the passage of vesicles along the recycling loops. The Golgi-associated retrograde protein complex (GARP) makes possible the TGN fusion of the long recycling loop vesicles ([@mjy084C34]; [@mjy084C71]); the endosome associated retrograde protein complex (EARP) makes possible the plasma membrane tethering of the vesicles from both the long and short pathways ([@mjy084C70]; [@mjy084C71]). Interestingly, the GARP and EARP complexes include several common proteins. Upon tethering, the vesicles of the two loops proceed rapidly to plasma membrane fusion ([@mjy084C71]).

The SNARE complex of exocytosis by the second group vesicles includes the v-SNARE VAMP4 together with the t-SNAREs Stx6 ([@mjy084C81]; [@mjy084C63]). Two additional SNAREs, VAMP3 and Stx13, have been identified for these processes ([@mjy084C63]; [@mjy084C41]). All these proteins differ from those previously reported for the TGN-generated vesicles. The multiplicity of the SNAREs involved in the fusion of second group vesicles documents the heterogeneity of these fusions possibly dependent, at least in part, on the multiplicity of the participating cell types.

Non-secretory exocytosis during integrated processes {#mjy084s11}
====================================================

So far, we have presented several single cell processes dependent on the non-secretory exocytosis of various types of vesicles, generated either at the TGN or at the plasma membrane. Non-secretory processes, however, are not always simple. They also occur during events that include various types of vesicles and cells. Here we present a few examples of these processes.

Small non-secretory vesicles undergo exocytosis at limited areas of many cell surfaces {#mjy084s12}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

These exocytoses differ in many respects from those of recycling loops. The vesicles involved are smaller and their exocytosis, delayed upon their generation, occur at limited areas of the cell surface. Some processes, such as the cellularization of Drosophila embryos, by which a large syncytium is converted into about 6000 distinct cells, and the late step of macrophage phagocytoses, have been extensively characterized during the last decades ([@mjy084C12]). Therefore, details of these studies are not included in the present review. In contrast, the final step of cytokinesis has been recently clarified, revealing new aspects of exocytosis.

Results of several years ago had demonstrated during mitosis the strict localization and increased number of small endocytic vesicles (Figure [2](#mjy084F2){ref-type="fig"}C), taking place when the separation of daughter cells begins ([@mjy084C12]). The exocytosis of these vesicles has been shown to start at the cleavage furrow, along the central spindle of the cells, upon redistribution of two signaling molecules, the small GTPase Rap1 and the guanine nucleotide exchange factor (RhoGEF) epithelial cell transforming factor 2 (ECT2), which govern the structure of the cytoskeleton ([@mjy084C45]; [@mjy084C27]). Concomitantly, the action of the endosomal vesicles equipped with the protein family-interacting protein 3 (FIP3), induces the formation of a secondary ingression and thus mediates the recruitment of endosomal sorting complex required for transport III (ESCRT III). Here the ESCRT III complex ultimately governs the final step of cytokinesis, the cell membrane abscission ([@mjy084C69]).

Distinct structures and functions of dendrites and axons {#mjy084s13}
--------------------------------------------------------

The properties acquired by dendrites and axons during differentiation are necessary for the assembly of synapses by mature neurons. At their very beginning, the fibers developed by neurons and neural cells, largely sustained by the exocytosis of non-secretory vesicles, are very similar to each other. In neural cells, such as PC12, all fibers remain of the dendritic type. In each neuron, however, at an early stage of development a single dendrite is converted into an axon, different from the remaining dendrites ([@mjy084C12]).

Numerous non-secretory vesicles of the first group, transporting to the plasma membrane subunits of ionic receptors necessary for their postsynaptic function, have already been described ([@mjy084C21]; [@mjy084C50]; [@mjy084C77]; [@mjy084C43]; [@mjy084C36]; [@mjy084C30]; [@mjy084C31]; [@mjy084C37]; [@mjy084C46]; [@mjy084C84]; [@mjy084C13]; [@mjy084C25]; [@mjy084C47]; [@mjy084C66]; [@mjy084C90]). The events occurring on axons are more complex (Figure [3](#mjy084F3){ref-type="fig"}A--C). Growth cones start expanding their surface by exocytosis of large, non-secretory vesicles stimulated by various agents, including the chemoattractant protein netrin1 ([@mjy084C65]) (Figure [3](#mjy084F3){ref-type="fig"}A). Interestingly, the exocytic fusion of these non-secretory vesicles takes place by the v-SNARE VAMP4 together with the t-SNAREs SNAP23 and Stx6 ([@mjy084C29]), completely different from the SNARE proteins predominant in the fusion of synaptic vesicles at mature synapses. Non-secretory vesicles are not the only ones developed at growth cones. Additional vesicles are regulated by Rab33 and Rho GTPase TC10, working via the tethering of the exocyst component Exo7 ([@mjy084C55]; [@mjy084C26]).

![Axon growth requires non-secretory exocytosis during neuronal development. This figure illustrates three steps of axon growth in the same cultured neuron. (**A**) The axon just starts to increase its length. At its tip (enlarged on the right), the growth cone is filled with moderately large vesicles (blue) that undergo intense non-secretory exocytosis followed by some endocytosis (violet). A consequence is a progressive elongation of the fiber. (**B**) A few days later, the length of the axon is significantly increased. At the growth cone, the less numerous vesicles undergoing non-secretory exocytosis coexist with groups of small synaptic vesicles (red) undergoing rapid secretory exocytosis, followed by endocytosis. (**C**) In the neuron cultured for several days, the growth cone is further grown up. However, non-secretory exocytosis (blue) have almost disappeared, while synaptic cycles (secretory exocytosis of small vesicles, red, followed by endocytosis) have increased, both at the cone (shown on the right) and at earlier sites along the axon (not shown).](mjy084f03){#mjy084F3}

Concomitantly to exocytosis, the development of axonal growth cones depends on various forms of macropinocytic endocytosis, with accumulation of intracellular pools of specific vesicles ([@mjy084C7]). The balance in favor of exocytic with respect to endocytic processes appears important for the operation of neuronal growth cones, which depends on Ca^2+^ influx into the cells ([@mjy084C7]; [@mjy084C80]). At a later stage, approaching the establishment of synapses, both non-secretory exocytic and macropinocytic systems progressively decrease and then disappear from growth cones, which establish connections via the development of cell adhesion proteins. At this stage, the non-secretory vesicles are progressively replaced by the secretory exocytic systems of synaptic vesicles, which operate by recycling via their two types of endocytosis ([@mjy084C48]) (Figure [3](#mjy084F3){ref-type="fig"}C). During further time, variable exocytosis/endocytosis balances do participate in important processes including axon branching by intracellular neuronal morphogenesis and intracellular regulation of synaptic plasticity ([@mjy084C89]).

Exocytosis in plasma membrane repair {#mjy084s14}
------------------------------------

Plasma membrane wounding is a process that occurs with some frequency during physiological processes of different types of cells and tissues, including blood circulation and prolonged muscle contraction. The demonstration that, upon wounding, many cells do not die but undergo long-term survival, documents the existence of repair processes. Identification of the tools and mechanisms involved in these processes attracted therefore strong interest. For decades, repair was believed to start upon rapid Ca^2+^ influx through the wounds, with ensuing expansion and decreased tension of the plasma membrane due to exocytosis of lysosomes and/or vesicles of the non-secretory type. This type of wound sealing was defined the membrane patch model ([@mjy084C12]; [@mjy084C17]).

New studies have revealed the existence of additional mechanisms of repair. The increased cytosolic Ca^2+^ and the ensuing exocytosis of organelles, with expansion and decreased tension of the plasma membrane, stimulate marked generation of non-secretory vesicles. Such responses involve also the uptake and intracellular accumulation of the wounded areas, leaving the plasma membrane intact ([@mjy084C17]; [@mjy084C2]). This endocytic process depends on the conversion of the surface phospholipid sphingomyelin into ceramide, induced by the released lysosomal enzyme acid sphingomyelinase ([@mjy084C76]).

Recent analyses of plasma membrane repair processes have emphasized the multiplicity of the mechanisms and procedures involved. In addition to the membrane patch and the endocytosis processes, new procedures have been proposed based on the removal of the wounded areas. The mechanisms of these processes could involve the local recruitment of ESCRT III, with accumulation of proteins and protein complexes ([@mjy084C3]; [@mjy084C39]). The role of transmembrane proteins, reported to promote plasma membrane repair by interacting intracellularly with exocytic organelles, may also be relevant ([@mjy084C3]; [@mjy084C61]).

Potential role of non-secretory vesicles in pathology and therapy {#mjy084s15}
=================================================================

Non-secretory vesicles, tools in physiology and specific pathologies, can be considered also for their role in new therapies. Up to now, such role of vesicles had been considered only in a few cases. More often, relevance has been attributed to their transported cargoes. The examples reported here document the extended role of vesicles in biological and physiological processes.

Let us start with gene mutations. In a limited number of diseases, the possibility has been excluded that specific pathology depends, at least partially, on the traffic of non-secretory vesicles. This is the case of the renal polycystic disease, induced by numerous mutations of the channel CFTR. In this disease, the structure and traffic of the specific vesicles are unaffected ([@mjy084C93]). Alterations of brain ionic receptors, glutamate and GABA receptors, play critical roles in neurodegenerative diseases, including the Alzheimer's disease. Whether defects of the specific, non-secretory vesicles play roles in the alterations of these receptors is unknown ([@mjy084C4]; [@mjy084C60]; [@mjy084C86]).

In other diseases, roles played by transported proteins appear more likely. The GLUT4 transporter is critical for the pathology of both type 2 diabetes and various forms of cancer. In these cases, the circulation of non-secretory GSV vesicles, induced by insulin, appears to play relevant roles ([@mjy084C1]; [@mjy084C67]; [@mjy084C87]). Other important cases deal with traumas and pathological conditions of peripheral nerves. In these neurons, the endocitized vesicles play very important roles due to their continuous exocytosis needed for axon regeneration. The latter processes prevail for weeks, when the turnover of axonal vesicle components remains inappreciable ([@mjy084C33]). Finally membrane repair, which takes place already under specific physiological conditions, is greatly reinforced in cells affected by various diseases, such as dystrophies of muscle fibers, membrane injuries of guts, and many others. Also in these cases, the reinforced repairs have been attributed to non-secretory vesicles ([@mjy084C10]; [@mjy084C19]; [@mjy084C5]).

Conclusions {#mjy084s16}
===========

The present review, based on the important developments identified during the last few years, has illustrated the present knowledge about non-secretory exocytosis. In the past, this approach had been rare. Most studies, in fact, concerned non-secretory vesicles expressed by only single types of cell. At the beginning of this review, non-secretory vesicles have been presented as a family of exocytic organelles, distinct from the family of secretory vesicles. This sort of classification, chosen initially in our original review ([@mjy084C12]), has been emphasized here. The two families of vesicles structurally distinct are involved in different but critical functions.

The relevance of non-secretory exocytosis was confirmed by recent results. For example, the transfer to the cell surface of critical membrane proteins, a property known since long for secretory vesicles, has been demonstrated also for the vesicles of the non-secretory type. Even more relevant is another property of the latter vesicles, heterogeneity. Particularly convincing is the distinction of the neuronal vesicles employed for the traffic of different receptor subunits ([@mjy084C36]; [@mjy084C30]; [@mjy084C66]), and of the vesicles employed for the same subunit, trafficking however either in resting or stimulated cells ([@mjy084C31]; [@mjy084C30]; [@mjy084C37]; [@mjy084C66]). Another heterogeneity of non-secretory vesicles depends on their origin. In our previous review ([@mjy084C12]), we had reported the opinion, at the time widely accepted, that most non-secretory vesicles are generated separately at two sites, the TGN and the plasma membrane. Recent studies, however, have demonstrated that most vesicles follow an integrated pathway, with generation at the TGN followed by recycling from the plasma membrane. Interestingly, the pathways of the various vesicles can exhibit important differences (see comparative properties of vesicles in Table [1](#mjy084TB1){ref-type="table"}). For example, recycling of brain receptor vesicles is short, whereas recycling of the GLUT4 transporter vesicles is long and complex. Also for non-secretory vesicles, really generated at the plasma membrane by endocytosis, the intracellular pathway can be variable. Recycling of these vesicles occurs along two loops, one long, with a step at the TGN, the other short, addressed directly to the plasma membrane ([@mjy084C34]; [@mjy084C70]; [@mjy084C14]; [@mjy084C71]). Heterogeneity exists also at the mechanistic level. For example, the small G protein Rab11 plays a role in the endocytosis of several vesicles. Other proteins of the Rab and Rho type, identified for the recycling of GLUT4-specific vesicles ([@mjy084C74]; [@mjy084C38]; [@mjy084C48]; [@mjy084C94]) do not appear to participate in the recycling of other vesicles ([@mjy084C7]; [@mjy084C1], [@mjy084C80]; [@mjy084C10]; [@mjy084C19]; [@mjy084C33]; [@mjy084C4]; [@mjy084C5]; [@mjy084C60]; [@mjy084C86]; [@mjy084C67]; [@mjy084C87]). Even the SNARE complexes that govern the exocytosis of all vesicles are mostly heterogeneous.

Based on the exciting properties reported in the present review, we expect that interest about non-secretory vesicles will increase in the near future. This also because various properties in the field, concerning both physiology and pathology of vesicles, are still unclear. Many of such properties will be clarified in the near future. In pathology, many studies deal to the development of integrated processes such as axon growth/regeneration, membrane repair ([@mjy084C7]; [@mjy084C76]; [@mjy084C3]; [@mjy084C61]; [@mjy084C55]; [@mjy084C17]; [@mjy084C26]; [@mjy084C39]; [@mjy084C80]; [@mjy084C29]; [@mjy084C65]; [@mjy084C89]; [@mjy084C48]; [@mjy084C2]) and other processes. Interest will grow also about therapy. Non-secretory vesicles could become drug targets, potentially useful in a number of diseases.

In conclusion, various non-secretory vesicle types presented here often exhibit heterogeneous properties. Because of their recognized role in distinct functions, these vesicles are certainly more important than widely believed until now. In our comprehensive presentation, we have emphasized the properties of these vesicles, including their origin and various functions. Growing interest, based on increased knowledge about their relevance in physiology, pathology, and medicine, is widely expected for the future.
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